Since first introduced the COLOR MATCH 66 series has been one of the greatest innovations for car dealers
and detailers. The painted surface is the first thing a consumer sees when looking at a vehicle. The quality and durability
of the finish is a reflection of the quality and durability of the vehicle itself. COLOR MATCH 66 products
are formulated to meet the wide-ranging requirements from elegant detailers to new and used car dealers to high speed
production shops. Each COLOR MATCH 66 product is performance matched to the correct EDGE pad
to help achieve the optimum performance. The COLOR MATCH 66 system is designed to enable the user
to have the perfect finish with virtually no material waste and a minimal amount of cost and labor.

COLOR MATCH 66 - THE PERFECT ROUTE TO THE PERFECT FINISH!

DISTINCTIVE DETAILS
RECOMMENDS:

3307 ORANGE AID *

3308 BLACK MAX *

3309 CHAMPION *

3310 DOUBLE DUTY

3311 SPARKLE

3315 ELEGANCE

Extremely aggressive
compound for removing
heavy scratches
and oxidation from
conventional paint.
ORANGE AID provides
a superior cut. Use
care when buffing
bc/cc finishes.

Multi-sized abrasives
remove 1200 - 1500
grit sanding scratches
from all painted
surfaces. BLACK MAX
provides a superior
cut while leaving a
swirl free finish.

Pre-cleaner and
compound developed
for bc/cc finishes.
CHAMPION provides
a great cutting and
cleaning action with
little or no cleanup.

* Contains no wax or silicone.

* Contains no wax or silicone.

* Contains no wax or silicone.

1-step superior cut
combined with a
high-gloss finish.
DOUBLE DUTY
completely removes
sand scratches and
swirls without filling.
DOUBLE DUTY
leaves little or no
residue.

As a foam pad glaze or
with a wool polishing
pad SPARKLE produces
a high gloss, swirl free
finish with long lasting
protection. SPARKLE
removes swirl marks
without filling and can
be machine or hand
applied.

For the paint finish
that needs to look
and feel elegantly
smooth. ELEGANCE
is used to refine the
paint finish to achieve
or restore full gloss.
ELEGANCE can be
machine or hand
applied.

QUALITY PRODUCTS FOR PROFESSIONAL DETAILERS AND CAR WASH OPERATORS WORLDWIDE
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